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Abstract:
The Internet is a massive storehouse of organized and amorphous information. It is not an easy task to
examine all these information to draw secret public views and emotions. It's extremely complicated to
identify connections with large databases. There are several obsolete and incomplete information files in
these archives that are not necessary to retrieve the laws. Therefore, the reliability of the organization
rules is significantly affected by these irrelevant data and there is a need to pre-process these documents.
In a rapidly growing technology world, there are many customers express their views through online, so
organizations are highly dependent on the user’s opinion. Natural Language Processing is the branch of
machine learning which is about analyzing any text and used to handle predictive analysis. It can assists
and interprets to profound the sentence structure in its meaning. A transaction is just a set of items that a
customer purchases in a basket. To examine the connection between the items sold in a supermarket,
Apriori algorithm is used to identify frequent sets of items that are explicitly bought together. Implicit
relationship is ignored in Apriori algorithm which can be identified using sentiment analysis. Sentiment
Analysis helps to identify the object and topic from the text to which the feeling is guided. This proposed
analysis may assists to identify the implicit product in order to improve the sales by providing offers for
respective implicit products.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing(NLP), Apriori Algorithm, Sentiment Analysis, Implicit
products.

1. Introduction
Data mining is becoming increasingly essential with huge volume of information stored in
databases, records and additional sources. If not essential for extracting the interesting information to
create strong means of analyzing and possibly interpreting such information might assist in decision
making [1]. The process of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is the fact component of data
mining [2]. In the database, process of Knowledge Discovery includes a few steps to obtain some sort of
new knowledge from raw information collection[3]. In data mining, association is well-known approach.
Association implies that associated objects which are grouped from a collection. An easy instance for the
purpose of discovering association rules is to analyze a big supermarket transaction database [4] known as
evaluation of market baskets or mining rules of association. Depending on an association of a specific
item in the same transaction on other items, a pattern is revealed in association. For instance, in analysis
of market basket, the association technique is used to recognize the products buy together often by the
customers. It is vital to find bigger baskets in the trade professional, which can deal with 1000’s of items
[5]. Depending on this data, enterprises can advertise more products which can have a marketing
campaign equivalent to generate a growth in income. This kind of finding helps companies to make
definite verdicts namely cross-marketing, catalog design and behavioral analysis of customer shopping.
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NLP is the branch of Machine learning and extensively characterized as the programmed control
of natural language which is concerned with connection between human language and computers in the
areas of computer science and artificial intelligence. NLP is used to analyze massive amount of text and
handle predictive analysis. The technique of NLP includes chunking data, stemming and removal of stop
words. NLP is useful in review rating for dividing the words, sentences, noun and paragraphs. It
determines whether the sentence is Positive and Negative or neutral. NLP may also be useful as translator
in case translation of one language to required language. This may produce less noise and leads to a
robust data. NLP can be broadly classified into Natural Language Understanding and Natural Language
Generation. Techniques used in NLP understanding are Syntax and Semantics.Natural Language
Generation includes utilizing repositories to extract and translate linguistic desires into human language.
In analyzing online customer reviews, NLP plays an important role for extracting the actual meaning of
the sentence as well as customer view about the product.
To discover meaningful pattern and rules there are many datamining techniques and algorithms
given by Saurkar et al.,[6] . The main goal of association is to establish the relationship between items
which exist in the market. The rule of Association Mining is to determine association rules that fulfill
from a specified database by pre-determined minimum number of support and confidence. Usually the
issue is broken down into two more sub-problems. First step is to determine those set of items which
exceed a predefined limit whose events in the catalog are known as large set of items or frequent set of
items. Second step is to create association rules from those large set of items with minimum confidence
limitations. The fundamental job for association based rules in mining is to define the connection between
transactional database items. Apriori algorithm is used to find the all frequent set of items and produce
powerful association laws i.e. for explicit products. Our proposed work concentrates on implicit products
as well for better business opportunities.
The remainder of paper is organized as given below: Section 2 presents current knowledge
including theoretical and methodological contributions from existing work to proposed work. Section 3
outlines Natural Language Processing implementation details. Section 4 presents Apriori algorithm and
Association Rule mining for products. Section 5 presents NLP Vectorization of Reviews. Section 6
concludes the proposed work.
2. Literature Review
A number of articles utilized for the market basket analysis and sentiment analysis. Some of these
are discussed here. Manpreet Kaur et al.,[7] proposed that Finding out the patterns due to changes in data
is in itself an interesting area to be explored in market basket analysis and for other areas. Spirtes et
al.,presented a constraint-based approach to causal discovery, which relies on the conditional
independence relationships in the data in [8]. Peska et al.,[9] presented a novel approach to use a specific
user behavior pattern as implicit feedback, forming binary relations between objects i,e. analyzing rule
relations though it is not insignificant to capture the implicit relations and even to make the actionable
well-known rules. Chen et al., [10] propose a comprehensive semantic similarity measureprovides the
implicit relations which do not co-occur frequently by referring to the connections among various items
but having a maximum probability occurred with identical items of third party. Jinturkar et al.,[11]
proposed aframework of map-reduce by the classification of customer reviews for products through
which results can be presented in a convenient visual form for the nontechnical user for making better
decisions. An application of data mining techniques to a selected business organization with special
reference to buying behavior is given by Hilage et al.,[12]. The results of three techniques namely
association rule mining technique, rule induction technique and apriori algorithm were combined and
efforts were made to understand the correct buying behavior of the customer.
Abulei et al.,[13] has utilized NLP techniques to generate some rules that helps to understand
customer opinions and reviews (textual comments) written in the Arabic language. NLP is used for the
purpose of understanding each one of them and then converting them to a structured data. Bhargav et
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al.,[14] consumer’s sentiments are reflected in the form of ‘opinion dataset’ on internet using sentiment
analysis for hotel reviews. Bhatt et al.,[15] proposed a system by finding sentiment of the reviews that
performs the classification of customer reviews. Mohan et al., [16] proposed text mining techniques as
well as sentiment analysis by analyzing the customer reviews on the restaurant domain. Moreover,
priority-based algorithm is used for predicting the reviews polarity which created the rule base to the
classifier. Hamano and sato[17] proposed to analyze the targeting competitors and customers by the
framework to mine the indirect ARM. Many researchers have proposed indirect association mining and
realizing the implicit significance relationship among items [18].Therefore, ARM [19] has only
accomplished to the frequent items whereas the infrequent items get ignored.
The concept based on sentiment analysis for developing a system by Zhang et al. [20] has
identified the product weakness. Therefore, the producers of product required to improve the product
quality and at each situation the system attempted to identify the features of explicit and implicit which
gets accurate sentiment words, the sentiment analysis based on sentences. The proposed model has been
extracted based on the concept of product customer review whereas both noun and noun phrases have
extracted from every review sentences [21]. The rule based technique has deal with discovery of
sentiment words and orientation of text [22]. There have been many changes to the Apriori algorithm to
maximize its performance and efficiency [23]. Wu et.al suggested another Improved Apriori Algorithm
(IAA) to reduce the number of information scans and repetitive operations thus generating regular item
sets and association laws. Ayman E. Khedr et al.,[24] proposed a model to improve the prediction
accuracy for the future trend of stock market, by considering different types of daily news with different
values of numeric attributes during a day using sentiment analysis. The process of analyzing about
specific products by customer opinion and their characteristics is known as sentiment analysis [25].
3. Natural Language Processing for Review Data
Syntax relates to the structure of words in a phrase to be grammatical. In NLP, analysis based on
syntactic is used to evaluate the alignment of the NL with the grammar guidelines. It can be used to apply
and derive significance from linguistic regulations to a group of words. Some syntax methods are
Lemmatization, Morphological division, Word segmentation, Part-of-speech tagging, Parsing, Sentence
breaking and stemming. Semantics refers to a text's expressed context. The interpretation is one of NLP
difficult aspects that have not yet been entirely determined. This contains the use of computer algorithms
to comprehend the meaning and description of terms in the form of sentences. Semantic analysis methods
are: Named entity recognition (NER), Word sense disambiguation. In this proposed work Natural
Language Tool Kit (NLTK) is used for preprocessing of review data and it is implemented in Python.
Tokenizing: For consistency in storage, evaluation and identification, it is important to break down the
data that is crawled on the internet. Every analysis of the review is collected as a passage. This is broken
into individual sentences and is contained in tables. Therefore, in order to infer the significance,
possibly, it is necessary to break each sentence into words also to derive the characteristics of the item
that are spoken. In this proposed work,onlinecustomer feedback is given as input for the NLP system. A
main component in the NLP system Tokenizer splits the unstructured feedback into tokens. Tokens are
the part of a sequence of characters that are combined together in a text. These tokens are the valuable
semantic units for processing. Thetokenized includes words, punctuation marks, symbols etc., which can
convert a sentence into word level tokens.After importing customer feedback andextracting the required
term from tokenizing, generation of required relationship using NLP is done. In this process, the
following algorithm may used to splitting the review into sentences.
# Import and Segment data
a = []
b = []
f = open (‘review_text.text’, ‘rt’);
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for line in f
line = (line.strip())
b.append (line)
sents = tokenize.sent_tokenize(line)
#print (sents)
a.append (sents)
data []
fori in a;
for j in I;
#print (j)
Data.append(j)
# for j in a;
# print (j)
# data.
Initially part of speech information is utilized in all NLP tasks to identify adjectives, nouns and root
for each word in the text. In the following, we demonstrate how our approach converts customer feedback
reviews from unstructured text to a structured data.
POS Tagging: It is the act of marking or identifying each term in a sentence with its POS as in a verb,
adverb, noun, adjectives etc., i.e. it labels each word with its POS.
Sentiment sentences extraction and POS tagging:It is recommended to delete any critical material of
examination of emotions. Instead of suppressing factual information, all subjective material for potential
review has been removed from our report. The emotional content is made up of all sentences with
feelings. A sentence of emotion is the one with at least one positive or negative term. First of all, all
sentences are tokenized into individual words in English. That word in a sentence has its syntactic
function in deciding how the word is used. Often recognized as the POS are the syntactic functions.
Throughout English there are 8 pieces of speech: the verb, noun, conjunction, adjective, pronoun,
interjection, adverb and preposition. POS taggers were built in NLP to classify words based on their parts
of speech. A POS tagger is very useful for sentiment analysis due to the following two reasons:



Terms such as nouns and pronouns do not typically have any thoughts. With the aid of a POS
tagger, it can strip out such terms;
A POS tagger can also be used to distinguish phrases that can be used in various parts of the
expression. For example, as a noun, "enhanced" may execute a number of emotions as an
adjective. The POS tagger used for this work is an established max-entropy POS tagger. The
tagger can provide 46 separate tags that suggest that more complex syntactic positions can be
defined than just 8. For example, Table 7 is a list of all tags found in the POS tagger for verbs.
Using the POS tagger every sentence was then labeled. Given the huge amount of sentences, a
parallel running Python program was written to increase the tagging speed.
Table 1:POS tags for verbs
Tag
VB
VBP
VBZ
VBD
VBG
VBN
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Algorithm for Tokenizing and generating the required relationship
# generating tree with relationship
Def process Content ();
Try;
For item in data
Tokenized = nltk.word_tokenize(item)
Tagged = nltk.pos_tag(tokenized)
Chunkgram = “”” Chunk:{,RB.?> *<VB.?>*<NNP>} “””
Chunkparser = nltk.Regexpparser(chunkgram)
Chunked = chunkparser.parse(tagged)
Print(chunked)
Chunked.draw()
Except Exception use:
Print (str(e))
Process content()
This section finds the sentiment in a customer feedback namely adjectives, nouns and adverbs which are
used as a features that depict with higher accuracy. NLP techniques chunking data, stemming and
removal of stop words are used to get sentiment words.These sentiment words acts as a major parameter
to identify implicit products.
4. Mining Association Rules Using Apriori Algorithm
In this stage, the main goal is to use Apriori algorithm to govern the mining organization,
which has been accomplished by using highly effective pruning methods and techniques to make
significant progress. The raising, help and belief structure to create rules and even targeted to explicit
occurrence as a result which even capture the relationship of both implicit and explicit based on ARM.
Each column indicates an item while the customer buy number of products with the combination of
product related to product ID which represents an item has been occurred in the related transaction.
Table 2: Instance of the stored data
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The data preprocessing with the Apriori library which is shown in table 2 is used as dataset to manipulate
the lift, support and confidence for the respective product available in the stored dataset. Therefore, the
whole database is a large list and each operation in the dataset is an internal list within the broad outer list.
Apriori Algorithm: Apriori is an algorithm used to identify frequent sets of items (in our case pairs of
items). This is done using a "bottom-up" method, first categorizing individual items that meet a minimum
threshold for occurrence. It then expands the collection of items, inserting one item at a time and testing
whether the set of items still exceeds the defined limit.The mining association rules problem can be
described as follows: Let I = { i1, i2, ..., im } be a set of items. Let T = (t1, t2, ...,tn) be a set of
transactions (database), in which each transaction ti is a set of items such as I. A law of association is an
interpretation of the form, X → Y, where X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I, and X ∩ Y = ∅. X (or Y) is an itemset, called an
itemset.In our proposed work, the connection between the items sold in a supermarket and the set of items
in the grocery store is examined. A transaction is just a set of items that a customer purchases in a
basket.Table.2 shows the item description for transaction with Product ID for the stored dataset.
Table 3: Product ID with corresponding item description
Product ID
Item description
B00120NH
B001E0556
B00291ESH
B004749TK5
B000F542TU
B00H66YWR
B0034TYYZ

Burger
Meatballs
Egg
Turkey
Frozen vegetables
Cookies
Whole wheat pasta

Each and every transaction ti is a collection of products that a consumer has bought in a basket in a shop.
The collection of all items sold at the shop. A simplistic view of shopping baskets is the information
representation in Table 4 transaction type. For e.g., there is no consideration of the quantity and value of
each product in the template.
Table 4: Customer transaction details in Supermarket
Customer
Item description
Product ID
Transaction
1
Burgers, meat balls, egg
B00120NH, B001E0556, B00291ESH
2
Turkey, egg
B004749TK5, B00291ESH
3
Burger, meat balls, turkey B00120NH, B001E0556, B004749TK5
4
Burger, meat balls
B00120NH, B001E0556
5
Burger, turkey
B001E0556, B004749TK5
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Table 5 illustrates occurrences i.e. the number of times a particular item occurs in the transactions in the
iteration 1.
Table 5: Number of times each item occurs
Item set

Occurrence count

Burger
Meat balls
Egg
Turkey

4
3
2
2

Iteration 2: Build item sets of size 2 using the remaining items from Iteration 1 (ie: Burger, Meat
balls.Only {Burger, Meat balls} remains and the algorithm stops since there are no more items to add as
shown in Table.6.
Table 6: Build item sets of size
Item Set

occurrence count

{ Burger, Meat balls }

3

If we had more orders and items, we can continue to iterate, building item sets consisting of more than 2
elements. For the problem we are trying to solve (i.e.: finding relationships between pairs of items), it
suffices to implement Apriori to get to item sets of size 2.
The literature has documented a large number of ARM algorithms that have specific mining efficiencies.
Nonetheless, the resultant sets of rules are all the same based on the definition of the principles of
association. That is, the collection of relationship rules remaining in T is calculated uniquely given a
transaction data set T, a minimum help and a minimum trust.While their computing efficiencies and space
needs may be specific, every algorithm will use the same set of rules. The Apriori Algorithm suggested is
the best known mining algorithm.
Association Rules Mining: Once the item sets have been generated using Apriori, association rules can
be mined. Given that we are only looking at item sets of size 2, the association rules we will generate will
be of the form {A} -> {B}. One common application of these rules is in the domain of recommender
systems, where customers who purchased item A are recommended item B.Here are three key metrics to
remember when determining the laws of association:
Support:This is the proportion of orders comprising the product collection. In the above case, there are a
maximum of 5 orders and in 3 of them {Burger, Meat balls} exists, so
Support {Burger, Meat balls } = 3/5 or 60%
The minimum support threshold required by Apriori can be set based on knowledge of your domain. In
this grocery dataset for example, since there could be thousands of distinct items and an order can contain
only a small fraction of these items, setting the support threshold to 0.01% may be reasonable.
Confidence: Because of two items A and B, confidence tests the number of occasions that item B has
been purchased when item A has been purchased. This is represented as:
Confidence {A->B} = support { A, B}/support { A }
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Confidence values range from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates that B is never purchased when A is purchased,
and 1 indicates that B is always purchased when A is purchased. Remember that the calculation of
confidence is directional. It implies that, when item B is purchased, we can also measure the number of
periods when item A is bought:
Confidence {B->A} = support {A, B} / support {B}
In our case, when Burger has been purchased, the percentage of times the Meatballs purchased is:
Confidence {Burger -> Meat balls} = support {Burger, Meat balls} / support { Burger }
= (3/5) / (4/5)
= 0.75 or 75%
A confidence value of 0.75 implies that out of all orders that contain Burger, 75% of them also contain
Meat balls. Now, the confidence measure in the opposite direction (i.e. Meat balls->Burger) can be
measured.
Confidence Meat balls -> Burger } = support{ Burger, Meat balls } / support{ Meat balls }
= (3/5) / (3/5)
= 1 or 100%
We can observe that all the Meat balls-containing orders often include Burger. Nevertheless, does this
imply that there is a connection between these two objects, or in the same orders they exist together.
Lift: In the case of two objects, A and B, lift shows whether there is a correlation between A and B, or
whether the two items purely by accident appear together in the same orders (i.e. randomly). Unlike the
trust measure, the meaning of which may change depending on the direction (e.g. confidence {A->B} that
varies from confidence {B->A}), there is no direction of rising. It ensures the {A, B} lift is always the
same as the {B, A} lift.
Lift {A, B} = Lift{B,A} = support{A,B} / (support{A} * support{B})
In our proposed work, we compute lift as follows:
Lift {Burger, Meatballs} = support {Burger, Meatballs} / (support {Burger} *support{ Meat balls})
= (3/5) / (4/5 * 3/5)
= 1.25
One way to understand lift is to think of the denominator as the likelihood that A and B will appear in the
same order if there was no relationship between them. In the example above, if Burger occurred in 80% of
the orders and Meat balls occurred in 60% of the orders, if there were no partnership between them, we
would anticipate both of them to show up together in the same order 48% of the time (i.e.: 80% * 60%).
In order to create a dictionary with item as a key, the list consisting of support, confidence and lift as
value. For instance: Relation Record(items = frozenset ({‘Burger’, ‘Meat balls’},support = 0.01,
ordered_ststistics = [ordered statistic (items_base = frozenset({‘Meat balls’}),items_add= frozenset
({‘Burger’}), confidence= 0.75, lift=1.25.

Table.7:The lift, support and confidence for the products in stored dataset
Item1
Burger
Shrimp
Whole Wheat Pasta
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Meat balls
Pasta
Olive oil

Support
0.01
0.005
0.007

Confidence
0.75
0.322
0.27

Lift
1.25
4.5
4.12
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Here the lift value is higher, which implies association is stronger. This becomes better rule in predicting
something than erratically guessing.
5. Sentiment Analysis for Review Data
Analysis of emotion is a sort of assessment of text which classifies texts depending on the emotional
inclination of the opinions they comprise. SA of product reviews in text mining and computational
linguistics study has recently become very common. In this proposed work, SA is used to analyze the
product feedback given by the customer in the website.
Calculation of word count: In order to calculate the word count, extract all the tokenized review words
of customer feedback associated with the product ID which has been arrived through Apriori algorithm
for training using deep learning. In order to train the review words, Document Frequency (DF) or Inverse
Document Frequency (IDF) can be utilized for determining the word count.
Algorithm for tokenized review words of customer feedback
df [‘reviewText’] = df[‘reviewText’].fillna(“)
#countVectorizer() converts a collection of textdocument
Vectorize = CountVectorizer()
#assign a shorter name for the analyze
#which tokenizes the string
Analyzer = vectorizer.build_analyzer()
defwordcounts(s)
c ={}
#tokenize the string and continue, if it is not empty
If analyzer(s):
d = {}
#find counts of the vocabularies and transform to array
w = vectorize.fit_transform ([s]).toarray()
#vocabulary and index(index of w)
vc = vectorize.vocabulary_
#items() transforms the dictionary’s(word, index) tuple pairs
For k,v in vc.items():
d[v] = k #d - >index:word
for index, I in enumerate(w[0]):
c[d[index]] = I # c - >word:count
return c
# add new column to the dataframe
df[‘word counts’] = df[‘reviewText’].apply(wordcounts)
df.head()
First, all the words in the reviews should be tokenized by fitting Tokenizer class on the data set.
These reviewed word count has been vectorized in order to form a selected sentimental words to ensure
consistency of the data. After vectorization mapping list of words (tokens) to a list of unique integers
using texts_to _sequences class is done. The Frequently used sentimentwords are grouped and given in
Table.8.

Table.8: Selected words with Vectorized word count
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Selected words Vectorized word count
Great
46425
Love
32971
Bad
10579
Wonderful
6710
Happy
5406

Vectorized word count
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0

Vectorized word count

Figure 1: Vectorized Word Count
Figure 1 describes the vectorized word count of selected words in the reviews corresponding to the
product_id. Using these vectorized word count it is possible to map customer satisfaction about the
product purchased. Figure 2 describes the vectorized words, product _id and frequently used words in the
reviews.

Figure 2: Vectorized Word Count
The above figure describes great is used frequently in more reviews ie., 46425 times which shows
customer satisfaction in buying the products .It also shows Product_id B000FEH8ME occurs 742 times
ie frequently bought product by the customer.
These are the sentiment words which describes the polarity of the review for our stored dataset.
Frequency rating can be done using these words along with product_id. This kind of rating suggests the
quality of the product rather than probability or guessing randomly. depen ding upon the polarity of the
sentence we can also provide different polarity flavors by identifying whether positive or negative
associated with a particular feeling, such as anger, sadness, or worry (i.e. negative feelings) or happiness,
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love, or enthusiasm (i.e. positive feelings). In this research work, the frequency of sentimental words with
their corresponding rating scale is rated from 1 to 5.The following categories of rating levels namely very
positive, positive, neutral, negative and very negative. For example, mapped onto 5 star rating in a review
very positive = 5 star and very negative= 1 star.
Table 9: Classifying the reviews based on SA
Product_ID

Average Rating

B00HBBYWNW

4

B0047479TA

5

B000F5429A

4

B00B9FWE4A

4

B008UKITG

3

B0078XBN6

3

B00291ES6W

3

9742356831

5

B00EDG3LS

2

B00SARK04

2

B003D41YYY

3

B009F3SC8

1

Frequency review rating helps the online customer to buy the products quickly rather than spending
time in reading all the reviews related to that product. It also helps vendors in identifying the popularly
purchased product by the customers.

Figure 3: Frequency Review Rating
Figure 3 describes the frequency review ratings for the products from the reviews. Result shows that two
frequently bought products completely satisfy the online customers with the rating of 5. Frequency rating
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obtained from sentiment analysis extracts the true information about the product which may help
explicitly for the customers in buying and implicitly the vendors for their business expansions or profits.
6. Conclusion
Many businesses claim that their business success depends solely on customer satisfaction.
Therefore, scientists and educators were encouraged to find better association among purchased products
to improve business. The customer before paying the money always prefers to read reviews of the service
provider but it is not possible to read all the feedback from the website given by the customers. Every
time new information will be provided by every review of the product or feature of the product, there is
probability of missing any important feedback given by the customer. In order to overcome the above
difficulty there is a need to identify the frequency of review rating. This proposed work concentrates on
frequency review rating of products which can determine both implicit and explicit relationship among
products. Using NLP, customer reviews can be structured in the form of tokens with pos tagging,word
count can be calculated. Association rules can be formed using Apriori Algorithm for products. These
rules and word count can be vectorized as sentiment words, which can be used for frequency rating. Our
work determines not only frequent itemset in the basket but also implicit product which is less frequent
satisfies customer better, which is more important in ecommerce for business expansion. Thus, this
proposed work can be recommended for implicit and explicit relationship rule mining among products
which helps customer to make quick decision in choosing products as well as in improving business
needs.
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